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EDITORIAL 
G. MINTS AND E. TYUGU 
D This issue of the Journal of Logic Programming reflects the work in logic 
programming in the Soviet Union. We are grateful for the invitation to 
publish a collection of papers in this journal. 
We understand logic programming in a broad sense as the use of 
constructive proofs for building correct programs, and not only as predi- 
cate Horn clause programming. Each of the papers in the issue describes 
some working programming system as well as its logical foundations. 
The coverage of LP in the USSR is not complete. The most important 
omission is semantic programming (sigma programming), initiated by Yu. 
Ershov and developed at Novosibirsk. This approach is described in 
sufficient detail by S. S. Goncharov, Yu. L. Ershov, and D. I. Sviridenko, 
Semantic Programming, in: ZFZP Congress-86, Dublin, 1986, pp. 
1093-1099. 
Three papers (by I. Babaev, by M. Kanovich, and by G. Mints and E. 
Tyugu) are devoted to systems based on propositional logic programming, 
i.e. to automatic program construction based on the intuitionistic proposi- 
tional logic. This approach to program construction can also be explained 
in terms of the lower levels of the type theory developed by P. Martin-Liif. 
Contrary to widespread prejudice, such systems have turned out to be 
user-friendly, and their logical background is even less visible to the end 
user than in the PROLOG-based systems. A paper by V. Mikhailov and 
N. Zamov is also close to this approach. Synthesis of technological algo- 
rithms such as procedures for mixing drugs or manufacturing machine 
parts is considered in this paper. This paper demonstrates how the ideas 
of logic programming in a broad sense can be applied to action planning 
and not only to computations. 
The paper by E. Kinber and A. Brazma describes work in the inductive 
program synthesis initiated by J. Barzdin. The paper by S. Vassilyev 
presents an original approach to the synthesis of mathematically interest- 
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ing theorems developed by the group headed by V. M. Matrosov. This 
thorough paper contains numerous references and illustrates also a way to 
extend the domain of logic programming. Closest to traditional Horn 
clause programming is the paper by V. Neiman. 
Automatic deduction has been considered here only in connection with 
applied programming systems. This doesn’t mean that there is no work 
going on in the Soviet Union in this field. Old traditions initiated in the 
sixties in Leningrad by Shanin’s group and in Kiev Institute of Cybernetics 
are continuing in the research in Tallinn, Kiev, Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, and 
other places. 
We hope that this special issue will contribute to scientific cooperation 
in the field of logic programming. 
